
Philadelphia Continuum ofPhiladelphia Continuum of
Care (CoC) - Care (CoC) - 
2019 Local Renewal2019 Local Renewal
Competition ProjectCompetition Project
ApplicationApplication

The Philadelphia Continuum of Care (CoC) 2019 Local Renewal
Competition has 3 submissions required3 submissions required for each renewal
project.

This is the FIRSTFIRST required submission, the online project
application, and it must be completed and submitted by 5pm on5pm on
March 20, 2019March 20, 2019. 

Once you've completed your answers in this survey, you must hit
SUBMITSUBMIT. You will not be able to save answers and return to the
survey at a later date. You will receive confirmation from OHS
once your application is received.

If you have questions about this application or its submission,
you may contact Leticia Devonish (leticia.devonish@phila.gov)
and Gina Ruggieri (gina.ruggieri@phila.gov) via email until 5pm5pm
on March 19on March 19.
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Project InformationProject Information*
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Match

Total Budget
(Total
Assistance +
Admin +
Total Match)

2019 CoC Program Funding Request for this Project2019 CoC Program Funding Request for this Project*

Do you plan to voluntarily reallocate a portion of your* 2



Do you plan to voluntarily reallocate a portion of your
budget for FY2019?

*

Yes

No

Target Population ServedTarget Population Served

Please choose your project designation. If N/A, please
choose your project's target population. 10 points

*

DedicatedPLUS

100% Dedicated

N/A - Target: Veterans

N/A - Target: Youth under age 25, including parenting youth

N/A - Target: Domestic Violence Victims

N/A - none of the above

Chronic Bed Dedication (for PSH Projects only - other projectChronic Bed Dedication (for PSH Projects only - other project
types continue below)types continue below)

for FY2018 and FY2019

Select your project, with your project designation (if any) and the number of chronic-dedicated beds indicated
on your FY2018 HUD CoC Project Application.

Do you plan to dedicate additional beds in the FY2019
competition?

Yes

No

Unsure

N/A - all beds are chronic-dedicated

Participant InclusionParticipant Inclusion 3



Participant InclusionParticipant Inclusion

Maximum points for participant inclusion section = 5 points

1. Does the Applicant have a person with lived experience
with homelessness on its Board of Directors or other
equivalent policymaking entity? (3 points)

*

Yes

No

The CoC Program Interim Rule requires all recipients and subrecipients to
provide for the participation of at least one homeless or formerly
homeless individual on the board of directors or other equivalent
policymaking entity, to the extent that such entity considers and makes
policies and decisions regarding any project, supportive services, or
assistance provided with CoC Program funding. An advisory or tenantAn advisory or tenant
committee that makes recommendations to the recipient’s orcommittee that makes recommendations to the recipient’s or
subrecipient's board, but itself does not make decisions, would not besubrecipient's board, but itself does not make decisions, would not be
considered an equivalent policymaking entity.considered an equivalent policymaking entity.

If "Yes", Please provide an example when a person with
lived experience helped consider a policy that was
ultimately approved by the policymaking entity in your
organization. (0 points)

Maximum 2,000 characters, including spaces. If your response exceeds
the character limit, only the first 2,000 characters will be considered for
scoring.

*

2. Describe processes and/or methods used by your
organization to solicit suggestions, from a person with
lived experience, for changes to policy, programming and
operations.(2 points)

Maximum 2,000 characters, including spaces. If your response exceeds
the character limit, only the first 2,000 characters will be considered for
scoring.

*
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Equal Access Equal Access 

This section will not be scored in FY2019, with the intention to
score in FY2020.

1. Check all of the household types that you accept to fill a
vacancy in your program (assuming matching bedroom
size):

*

a woman or woman-headed

family with children

a man or man-headed family

with children

a couple or two-adult family

with children

a transgender person or a

household that includes a

transgender person

a family that includes a boy

over age 13

It depends on which unit is

vacant (for reasons other

than bedroom size).

2. How do you inform new participants about relevant non-
discrimination policies during program intake/orientation?
(Check all that apply.)

*

We don’t.

We orally present information that includes our

organization’s nondiscrimination policy at entry.

We orally present an explanation of the Philadelphia CoC

Nondiscrimination Policy at entry.

The handouts/handbook/etc. that new participants receive

include an explanation of our organization’s

nondiscrimination policy.

An explanation of the Philadelphia CoC Nondiscrimination

Policy is included in the handouts/handbook/etc. received at

entry.

Every new participant receives a copy of the full CoC policy

and the Nondiscrimination Violation Report Form. We get

their signature to confirm receipt.

We have posters about non-discrimination hanging on-site.
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Performance ManagementPerformance Management

Maximum points for performance management section = 5
points

Describe at least one change you made to this project
during the fiscal period in order to increase your
performance in accordance with HUD System Performance
Measures. (You will receive full credit if you name the specific
performance measure and describe in detail the changes to your
project.) 

Maximum 2,000 characters, including spaces. If your response exceeds
the character limit, only the first 2,000 characters will be considered for
scoring.

*

ImpactImpact

Maximum points for impact section = 5 points

Please describe how the implemented changes have
improved both your organization andand your project
outcomes.

Maximum 2,000 characters, including spaces. If your response exceeds
the character limit, only the first 2,000 characters will be considered for
scoring.

*

Change ManagementChange Management

Maximum points for change management section = 5 points

How is your organization supporting staff members to 6



How is your organization supporting staff members to
adapt to necessary federal, state, and local level
changes and addressing any resistance to change
within  your organization?
Please provide at least one example of how a staff
member or your organization as a whole was an
advocate for change within the CoC.

Maximum 2,000 characters, including spaces. If your response exceeds
the character limit, only the first 2,000 characters will be considered for
scoring.

*
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